


Proclamation

Let it be known that on this day June 1st, 
2022, I, Michael A. Dennis of Casa Arkansas 
creator of the Winston Project hereby do 
proclaim and declare that the formation of 
Winston Holdings & Trust an autonomous 
trust organization be formed as described 
with in this trust instrument and hereby 
being known as the Winston Holdings & 
Trust Company, AKA “Winston'', or “the 
company” or “the trust”. This instrument will 
detail and act as the governing body for the 
trust company and will serve as the ruling 
instrument when considering proposals, 
changes, and other matters that will steer 
how Winston Holdings & Trust will be 
utilized, implemented, build value, and 
accomplish our core mission and goals 
outlined by the procedures described 
within the  instrument. The instrument, its 
pages, and the assets, technology, and 
intents are designed and designated to be 
hereby held in trust as described in the 
instrument. No other statements, 
agreements or otherwise shall be held 
between Winston Holdings & Trust and any 
other agent, company, or entity without a 
proposal duly elected by and enacted in 
accordance with our governance 
procedures.
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Mission - Mandate - Public Notice

Core Mission:



Our core mission is to bring decentralized 
financial services to every person and to 
help build better education around 
blockchain technology.



Mandate:



Winston Holdings & Trust’s mandate is to 
build and expand on tools that aid the 
common person in utilizing decentralized 
finance in their everyday life.



Public Notice:



All Trust Board meetings must be held in a 
public forum and have a 30 day notice prior 
to the date of the meeting. All meetings 
must be announced in the Discord Server 
as well as on https://winston.services/
public-notice
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Crypto Payments
Winston Merchant Services

Digital Asset Management.

When it comes to technology; Winston is 

breaking the norm and utilizing the future of 

technology in many ways. A smart AI to help 

with your blockchain related tasks and 

features.
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Learn to Earn
Winston Academy

Designed to Educate the future.

Learning is a fundamental issue in every 

society. Every college or higher education 

platform charges for you to learn, Winston is 

going to change that. Winston Academy 

offers free classes.
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Feeless Trading
Winston Trading

The future of finance.

One of the foundations of blockchain is


the ability to decentralize the financial


services related to traditional banking.


Winston’s lightening network is a feeless


network that works with multiple chains.
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Winston network is comprised of 

various chains and the Winston 

blockchain. A complete JavaScript 

Smart Contract enable blockchain 

that operates like a lightning network.

*See Fee Structures

While you are within the Winston


network, we never charge a fee. With


fast transactions, written to a


blockchain, as well as a non-custodial


multi-coin wallet you are always in


control of your assets.

One of the first things I noticed was I 

could not even send out $5 dollars 

on Ethereum without it costing me 

$50 additional bucks in fees.


Outrageous, and not a viable 

solution for everyday money 

handling procedures.

With the high demand for quality


projects related to blockchain, as


well as the high fees involved in


transactions using traditional 

blockchain transactions. Winston 

was created to be a service that 

allows the common individual to get 

involved with blockchain technology.

“In the know” the who, what, when and why of Winston

Blockchain Aggregation.
Winston Holdings & Trust

A few years ago, a group of developers produced what today has become a worldwide process for computational security in finance. At 

the start it did not seem important, many opposed the idea of a digital financial system that was not tied directly to the traditional 

banking system.

Today millions of users are into the blockchain space. From your average collector to your extreme investor cryptocurrency and 

blockchain has developed into one of the premier fields to work and invest.

Winston Services

The Whitepaper
Michael Dennis
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Winston Merchant Services

Offer your customers the choice of 

traditional payments or the future of 

Decentralize Finance, Cryptocurrency.

Take it one step further and offer your very


own white label version of the Winston


cryptocurrency card.

Winston Merchant Services has a full line


of utilities to aid your company


in transacting in the new decentralized


financial world.

Until now.

When it comes to accepting crypto; there


is no other platform today that offers an 

all-in-one solution for crypto currency


payment acceptance.

A global crypto payment platform.

Crypto Payment Gateway

With over sixteen networks connected and 

a lightning layer bridging them together, 

decentralized finance is at your finger tips. 

Winston Blockchain is built with ZERO 

fees. You can move your money around 

where you want it without costing you the 

traditional fees that are charged per 

transaction. Utilizing Winston you only pay 

when you move assets on to the network 

or off of the network.

Say “NO” to the fees.

Why should you have to pay a fee every


time you want to hand someone five


dollars? We do not think you should. So,


when you utilize the Winston network you


relieve yourself of many of the traditional


fees associated with traditional banking as


well as eliminate the various fees


associated with blockchain transactions.

Feeless Trading
Winston  Trading

Built to interact with the growing influx of


blockchains and new blockchain related


technologies Winston is designed to


reduce the overall cost of transacting in the


blockchain environments.

Connecting you to blockchain technology one bridge at a time.

You now have the tools to build the future


of Blockchain Technology.

With Winston’s Blockchain Wizard you


can create your own contract in minutes


with just a few simple clicks. Once the


contract is created you can simply publish


it to any of the connected smart contract


chains or have it converted to the Winston 

Blockchain.

One of the biggest struggles in


blockchain communities happens to be 

creating the contracts themselves.


With the ability to code about any logic


into a smart contract, finding someone


capable of writing the contract is usually


half the battle.

With Winston services you have access to 

over 16 of the most popular blockchain 

cores, as well as connections to hundreds 

of tokens. Each accessible through 

Winston Services.

Introducing Winston, your personal


assistant to Blockchain. Winston services


offers a full line of blockchain related


services to help the average individual as


well as the savvy investor learn and earn


crypto while having the tools to do more


with your digital assets.

With the dawning of a more robust digital


financial system people have been looking


for a standard in blockchain technology


and a straightforward way to understand


and undertake the process of getting


involved in the blockchain era.

Leading the future in delivering blockchain assets for merchant acceptance.

Your Personal Assistant To Blockchain Technology.
Winston Services
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Education is one of our top priorities with Winston 

services. Having a place to learn as you grow in the 

blockchain community is a crucial step. We want to 

help you with the tools that will make the future of 

decentralize finance a possibility for everyone no 

matter your background.

Teachers and Students help build the future while earning.

Students earn by completing course and passing the quizzes that accompany


each lesson.

Teachers are encouraged to post content so that students can learn. As their


posts educate students, our teachers are paid in crypto rewards.

Our platform is the first of its kind to not only pay our teachers but pay our


students for learning all in cryptocurrencies.

As well the traditional college is riddle with scandals with what many would 

consider the ways of the past. With the future of


blockchain technology evaluating its boundaries Winston is the first 

education platform to offer graduation NFT Certificates.

With traditional college costing thousands of dollars for many the opportunity 

to gain experience in a higher-level education system is just not in their cards. 

Some have spent years and thousands of dollars to find out they have a 

useless piece of paper and now must go and learn something new to be 

relevant in today’s job market.

Not your traditional online academy.

Education Paved For The Future.
Winston Academy

Winston Staking

With a thirty-day vesting period and rewards based on the size of the community 

pools. You can earn just by holding your coins and tokens in the Winston 

Network.

While Winston Staking is not a


traditional staking platform it is


more in line with the traditional


savings accounts.

Winston Staking is a one-of-a-kind platform


to earn rewards based on community


donations and participation.

Earning beyond traditional investing.

Earning Made Easy

Rent our miner, or setup a mining pool on


a new coin for minimal fees. We resource


equipment and electricity to facilitate a


profitable return for our Investors.

Investing in our services not only grows


our products but it grows our value in the


community as we become a leading


example of decentralize finance.

As well Winston will have mining


operations across the globe to add to the


value of Winston Holdings and Trust as


well as build on our platform.

Every new coin created with the Winston 

Blockchain that has the capability to mine 

will be able to setup a mining pool for their 

new coin.

With services that including Mining


equipment sales and rentals to new 

and existing mining pools for multiple 

tokens and coins.

Everyone who is knowledgeable, 

knows that the way to earn crypto is 

through mining. With Winston Mining 

services we open the doors to 

everyone to learn about mining and 

become a part of earning in the digital 

future.

The latest updates

Mining Services
Winston Mining
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Utilizing the Winston feeless network reduces the cost of moving money around and reduces the current struggles of moving your


money from one location to another legally. Winston allows you to accept crypto and exchange it for your country currencies.

Imagine one day walking into your favorite store to see Winston Accepted here. With the Winston network we are driving


the push to cryptocurrency acceptance by offering a solution for merchants as well as blockchain enthusiast all in a transparent layer of


blockchain technologies.

Michael A. Dennis - Founder

“Hey @Winston”

The same blockchain is used as a layer bridge to 

manage data within Winston network. By utilizing the 

blockchain as a data storage mechanism allows us to 

secure data across the globe.

Winston Smart Contracts are written in JavaScript. This


means hundreds of developers already exist in the field


of development to create the next step in


cryptocurrency.

Winston

The blockchain itself is written completely in JavaScript 

and utilizes the NodeJS platform to create a Smart 

Contract environment like no other.

When Winston Blockchain was first created, it was


created to help reduce the fees in trading crypto, since


then it has grown into a platform to help educate


others on the utilities behind blockchain technology.

Reaching global transaction levels Winston network can connect and supply payment channels that will lead the industry in


decentralized financial options. With processes setup for community and banking needs that suite the requirements of societies around


the globe.

Created to work in a JavaScript environment without the by products of a coin or the use of fees the Winston Lightening Network


Blockchain enables its users to connect in a secure manner with hundreds of coins without the per transaction fees.

A lightning network to reach the globe.

JavaScript Multi-Segment Blockchain
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Ahwa is used with in our voting system and makes up the voting power within Winston Holdings and Trust.

Every 1.0 Ahwa represents one vote within any proposition brought to the voters. Any Ahwa holder has the right to bring forth a 
proposal if they have held at least 1.0 Ahwa for a full bi-annual period.

Winston token represents that share of value we raise with in the trust through our revenue streams. We use our vehicle tokens and pair 
them to revenue. These tokens are then paired directly to Winston in which we encourage our community to upgrade their vehicle 
tokens in to Winston tokens. A few lucky people will have a chance to upgrade thier Winston Tokens in to voter shares, these shares are 
represented by Ahwa. Each 1.0 Ahwa represent a vote with in our governance process.

We started with Winston as a simple blockchain bot. Since Winston has grown in to a network of computer programs that work 

together to perform the actions that make up Winston’s netowrk. As Winston has evolved, he was developed to have the ability to 

gradually learn new processes. We have enabled Winston to connect to various blockchains and other API services. On top of this 

network, we have created the Winston and the Ahwa token both on the BSC network. 

“Trustless is the best trust”
Michael A. Dennis - Founder

The trust assets start with Winston and his 

codebase, logo’s brands, images, artwork, websites, 

mobile and desktop apps that are currently being 

developed as well as any future projects or assets 

we may acquire through time and space.

Winston Holdings & Trust’s day to day operations 

are ran by those individuals, partners, and contracted


business associates appointed by the Board of


Caretakers, and will be bound by the contracts


developed by the board and approved through our 

governance processes as described in our Charter.

For us to fund the programs, features, and public 

resources we have described here and elsewhere we 

have developed two digital assets, as well created a 

custom blockchain network, and have various 

revenue streams in place to continue growing.

Winston Holdings and Trust was formed by Michael 

A. Dennis and a few other partners who believe that


blockchain is the future of digital asset 

management.

Helping finance build back trust in doing business,


Winston Holdings and Trust was created to help 

those who want to utilize crypto through a 

decentralized trustless process.

Winston

The voting process as described in the charter will be


used to approve business operations for the trust as


well as manage board members, their wages, and the


overall budget and management of Winston Holdings 

& Trust assets and interests.

Winston Holdings and Trust is run by a Board of


Caretakers. These are elected officials that are bound 

by the by-laws, ordinances, and oath of office as


described in the Trust Charter.

A for profit decentralized trust organization.

Winston Holdings and Trust
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Governance

Ahwa Token



Ahwa token holders are the representative voters and 
make up the accumulated voting power of Winston 
Holdings & Trust. The accumulation of 1.0 Ahwa coin 
represents the power of one vote within Winston Holdings 
& Trust governance procedures.



Caretaker Nominations



Ahwa token Holders who have 1.0 Ahwa tokens and 
maintain that balance for the current period of the semi-
annual board meetings( 6 mo) can cast a nomination.



Caretaker Elections



The Board of Caretakers are elected and may also be 
removed from office by a 2/3 majority vote. Each 
Caretaker is limited in term to no more than two five year 
periods in their lifetime.



Propositions



Ahwa token Holders who have 1.0 Ahwa tokens and 
maintain that balance for one period of the semi-annual 
board meetings( 6 mo) can create a proposition for the 
voters to consider.



Trust Operations



All trust business must be presented in a proposition and 
be enacted with a 2/3 majority vote in order for it to be 
adopted as part of the day to day operations of the trust. 
Those day to day operations that ensure the continued 
operations of the trust are the responsibilities of the 
Board of Caretakers.
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These four positions above will act as the governing body of the trust company. These elected positions 
must first be nominated, and then elected by the vote holders as described in our community 
governance process and are bound by our Oath of Office. Each proposal for these positions must have 
2/3 of the vote to win and be enacted into the company policies and procedures.

The Treasure will be tasked with managing the company 
financial accounts, assets, and to assist the Chairperson and 
Vice Chairperson as needed to achieve the core mission but 
must also represent the trust with full faith and duty to carry 
out the core mission. The person elected as Treasure will 
require 2/3 of votes to be elected or removed from the 
position. 

Treasure

The Secretary will be tasked with managing the company 
accounts, employees, and to assist the Chairperson and Vice 
Chairperson as needed to achieve the core mission but must 
also represent the trust with full faith and duty to carry out 
the core mission. The person elected as Secretary will require 
2/3 of votes to be elected or removed from the position. 

Secretary

The Vice Chairperson is tasked with assisting the Chairperson 
as needed to achieve the core mission and fullfill the 
operations and management of the trust but must also 
represent the trust with full faith and duty to carry out the 
core mission.  The person elected as Vice Chairperson will 
require 2/3 of votes to be elected or removed from the 
position. 

Vice Chairperson 

The Chairperson will be tasked with managing not only the 
company image, accounts, employees, the vision and core 
mission of the company but must also represent the trust with 
full faith and duty to carry out the core mission. The person 
elected as Chairperson will require 2/3 of votes to be elected 
or removed from the position.

Chairperson

The board of caretakers will be elected through the governance process and carry the 
responsibility of representing the benificiaries of the trust to the best of the elected caretakers 
abilities. The following positions were setup to help organize, manage, and run the day-to-day 

operations of the trust and to enable continue revenue growth.

Board of Caretakers
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Dean Of Student Success will be responsible for the relationship management 
and making sure every student has a chance to be successful. The Dean of 
Student Success will work directly with the students to ensure they have 
every chance at success.

Dean of Student Success

The Assistant Dean of Education will assist the Dean of Education with the 
curriculum and student overall success. The Assistant Dean of Education will 
work directly with the Dean of Education to expressly deliver on our core 
mission to bring decentralized financial services to the common person.

Assistant Dean of Education

Dean of Education and the Assistant Dean of Education are directly 
responsible for the curriculum and student overall success. The Dean of 
Education will work directly with the Board of Caretakers to expressly deliver 
on our core mission to bring decentralized financial services to the common 
person.

Dean Of Education 

The Treasure will be responsible to managing the revenue, the accounting, 
payroll, budgets, and are responsible for submitting these details to the Board 
of Caretakers, and the Board of Educators for Winston Academy.

Treasure 

The Secretary will be responsible for the general documentation, 
administrative and duties as required to assist the Chairperson and Vice 
Chairperson manage the day-to-day operations of Winston Academy.

Secretary

The Vice Chairperson will assist the Chairperson with the overall management 
of staff and the overall day to day operation of Winston Academy.

Vice Chairperson 

The Chairperson will handle the overall management of staff and the overall 
day-to-day operations of Winston Academy. The Chairperson along with the 
other Board of Educators will be responsible for managing the core curriculum 
of Winston Academy to support our core mission to bring decentralized 
financial services to the common person.

Chairperson

The Board of Educators consists of 7 appointed possitions. These educators from around the globe who currently are 
educators in their regions of the world will represent and carry out the decisions and priorities of the Board of 
Caretakers. The Board of Educators will be responsible for the overall corriculum and structure of the Winston 
Academy and will help to bring our core mission to life by helping bring decentralized finance to the common person 
through quality and engaging education and the Winston Academy.

Board of Educators

Winston Academy
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Assets

Assets

Liquidity

Rickle

BNB

Ethereum

BUSD

USDC

USDT

Polygon

Gnosis

Harmony One

Field

WMUE

BTCE

BTCB

BHT

#HC

1USE

XRP

UST

CAKE

BTC

Amount Value
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Revenue

Revenue

Staking Pools                                    

Dividen Earnings

Membership Fees

Winston.Services

Discord(Rickle Server)

Discord(Winston Server)

BTCEarn (BTCB ) 100 / 100 

WBNB => BUSD

RKL => RKL

FIELD

WMUE

RKL => 

RKL =>

RKL => FIELD

Staking Farms                                   

RKL => RKL =>

RKL => BUSD

RKL => WMUE

FIELD => WMUE

FIELD => WBNB

WBNB

BUSD

WMUE => 

WMUE =>
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Contracts

Ahwa

PancakeSwap

PancakeSwap

Polygon(Matic)

Winston

YieldFields

Gnosis(xDai)

Binance Smart Chain

Harmony One

Rickle

0x0ff80a1708191c0da8aa600fa487f7ac81d7818c

0x2dF5912439d2D14d04a7742346508505288eF367

0x9fDC23fe295104Ac55fef09363c56451D0E37CFA

0xeca15e1bbff172d545dd6325f3bae7b737906737

0x32EB48b083acCe94d994CE885d9AB295c081f884

0x89d958a02ba82c55202af0cd6555bdd954de5595

0x75578ebbefe274f240b8e1b5859ca34f342157d9

0xbb22d416ac55e8d07d9fe78da3cc9919a1c357ce

0x3A81caafeeDCF2D743Be893858cDa5AcDBF88c11

0x42a3f09de1d0fa9ba589e4cdcf07be9d9890462c
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PancakeSwap

WBNB   =>    RKL
BUSD     =>    RKL
USDC     =>     RKL
USDT     =>    RKL
UST        =>    RKL
XRP        =>    RKL
BTCB     =>    RKL
CAKE     =>    RKL
#HC       =>    RKL
BHT       =>    RKL

SushiSwap

WBNB    =>    RKL

0x4dce12240b37879610601eb70685d396faf06417

0x45d9c665055572970d246f2dd96c74787faef03f

0xabfa93b2b786b6ea3c8d990cc2efe81c880cb09f

0xe01d99478b8a159b957d75455c01104734e05ee1

0xaebb9721b56555c84e451371e27e48b6c45bea5a

0xea5087ea5b5be8fc9f9b580cf0d851ddcb96dab1

0xb0d1a98c5213d60ab4932779eb695943fe1aeb51

0xb2a13ce9f3dfeb5f38f2211fbf3de91d72cdabdd

0x656fb87cda1f25e8181b0415ef65dd6d439165e4

0x8a7dc07d76b6d5f897a32a03731e8b5b06a656e7

0xd5b0c752704763d4ad0af7c0e766ae22f2684e8c

LP Tokens

Contracts
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YieldFields

WBNB   =>    RKL
BUSD     =>    RKL
USDC     =>     RKL
USDT     =>    RKL
UST        =>    RKL
XRP        =>    RKL
BTCB     =>    RKL
CAKE     =>    RKL
#HC       =>    RKL
BHT       =>    RKL

0x4dce12240b37879610601eb70685d396faf06417

0x45d9c665055572970d246f2dd96c74787faef03f

0xabfa93b2b786b6ea3c8d990cc2efe81c880cb09f

0xe01d99478b8a159b957d75455c01104734e05ee1

0xaebb9721b56555c84e451371e27e48b6c45bea5a

0xea5087ea5b5be8fc9f9b580cf0d851ddcb96dab1

0xb2a13ce9f3dfeb5f38f2211fbf3de91d72cdabdd

0x656fb87cda1f25e8181b0415ef65dd6d439165e4

0x8a7dc07d76b6d5f897a32a03731e8b5b06a656e7

0xd5b0c752704763d4ad0af7c0e766ae22f2684e8c




